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Visit our new website:

Upcoming:
Free group exercise
classes will be offered
from Feb. 11 to 14. For
more information, including locations and
classes offered, visit
http://bit.ly/Xh0yhX.
Romantic Relationships: Fun and Creative
Ways to Grow Together will be a workshop
presented by Lisa Olson
on Feb. 14 in PUB 261.
Pizza or snacks will be
provided.
The priority deadline for
the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid at
EWU is Feb. 15. EWU's
Fafsa code is 003775. Apply at www.fafsa.gov.
The annual egg-drop
competition will be
Feb. 15 at noon in the
Computer Engineering
Building.
The ASEWU will
meet for work sessions
Wednesdays from 7:30
to 9 a.m. in PUB 307
on Feb. 20, Feb. 27 and
March 13. Council meetings will be held on
Fridays from 8 to 9 a.m.
in PUB 307 on Feb. 22,
March 1 and March 15.
26 Days of Kindness:
Feb. 14John De Graaf, cofounder and senior
partner of The Happiness Initiative will present "Happiness Counts"
at noon in the lobby of
the JFK Library.
Donate new socks,
gloves, underwear, deoderant, hats and gloves
for Crosswalk teen shelter in PUB 320, Tawanka
121 or Showalter 115.
(Sponsored by Sail and
Career Services.)
Bring in new or gently
used stuffed animals
for the children at Sally's House to the PUB,
Showalter 115, Hargreaves 111 or Senior
Hall. (Sponsored by the
Office of Global Initiatives.)
Academic Affairs will be
collecting socks and mittens for cheney Clothing
Bank until Feb. 15.
Feb. 15Free hot chocolate and
hugs in the PUB, sponsored by Alpha Kappa
Psi.
Volunteer income tax
assistance will be available at United Way of
Spokane each Friday
through April 12.
For more events, visit
http://bit.ly/Z95JFN.

Code Red has spirit
and giant faces

Epic takes climbing
to a new level

Two by Two exhibits
in Art Building

Est. 1916
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School pops tag
for Macklemore

ASEWU to consider students who vote
for priority seating for hip hop concert
By Aascot Holt

staff writer
aascot.holt@gmail.com

Popular “Thrift Shop”
rap artist Macklemore could
be coming to EWU as soon as
this spring.
The ASEWU is considering
an idea that would reward students who vote in the upcoming election with choice seating
at a Macklemore concert. In
fact, $5,000 of student government elections funds would
help cover concert costs.
The “Macklemore Proposal,” presented to the
Services and Activities Fee
Committee Dec. 7, cited poor
voter turnout in recent years
for the proposed budget of
$58,250. They hope to use
this money to bring Mackl-

emore to Reese Court for
a concert either May 29
or May 30.
Up to $50,000
of that budget,
which
includes the
Hughes
ASEWU election money, would go directly to the performers.
The $5,000 from the
ASEWU elections budget
would go towards things like
the booking agent, security
and equipment rental. Michele
Munson, certified public accountant and supervisor of
student accounting, said that
because the ASEWU has seen
a surplus in funding this year,
the elections budget may go
toward the event.

Former
Director
of
Elections and
present Student Services
Representative
Travis
Hughes said
in his proGregg
posal, “As the
data reflects, traditional measures have failed to create
any kind of lasting impact
on voter turnout; now is the
time to try new and innovative measures to increase
involvement. … It is time to
implement action that finds
overwhelming enthusiasm
in the student body; this is
the perfectly appropriate
and most elegant venue.”
concert-Page 3

Should Macklemore be funded
with money from the ASEWU election fund?
Take our poll on EasternerOnline.com:
http://wp.me/p357f0-68c

EasternerOnline.com

Eagle men
fight back
in overtime
By Josh Friesen

sports editor
easterner.sports@gmail.com

Redshirt freshman Tyler
Harvey came off the bench
to score 14 points off of
5-of-6 shooting, including
4-of-5 from three, to spark
the Eagles to a 77-74 overtime win on Feb. 9 against
the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks.
Harvey came into the
game at the 8:31 mark with
the Eagles down by 16. The
Lumberjacks increased that
lead to 18 with 7:35 left.
That was when the Eagle rally began.
Rejuvenated by Harvey
and sophomore guard Parker Kelly, the Eagles began a
ferocious comeback where
they outscored NAU 26-8 in
the last 6:34 in regulation.
Harvey, who had only been
averaging 4.8 minutes in
the 13 games he has played
so far this season, did not
actually score until he laid
the ball in at the 3:31 mark
with the Eagles down by 11.
“We said, ‘Alright Tyler,
let’s go,’” head coach Jim
Hayford said. “We wanted
to start chipping away and
cut it to 10, then get it cut
down more. And it started
happening.”

Following his first basket, Harvey stole the ball
from NAU and drained
a 3-pointer. The momentum began to shift rapidly
as Kelly buried another
3-pointer just 49 seconds later. Kelly led the Eagles with
19 points, a career-high.
“When Parker missed a
couple of threes in the second half, he came out of the
game and said, ‘Coach, I
will make those,’” Hayford
said. “He was really certain
of that, and he did.”
The Eagles piled on
more points as Kevin Winford got into the mix in the
closing minutes of regulation. He hit a 3-pointer with
1:52 remaining to bring the
Eagles to within five.
Trailing by three and
with time dwindling, the
Eagles needed a bucket.
Kelly got the dish from
Winford and nailed a jumper from downtown with 15
seconds remaining to tie
the game.
In overtime, Harvey was
good for two more 3-pointers. Jeffrey Forbes sealed
the Eagle victory by hitting
two free throws with nine
seconds remaining to give
Eatern the 77-74 decision.
overtime-Page 12

Inches and looks, not inches and yards
Eagle alumnus
offers cool cuts
and slick shaves
By Jasmine Kemp

staff writer
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Darius Washington is familiar with two different kinds
of games: the nitty, gritty grind
on the football field and the
precision craft of cutting hair.
Washington is the owner
and top barber at University
Cutz in downtown Cheney.
Washington played for
Eastern’s football team as
a running back. He was an
FCS All-American in 2004,
with 1,127 rushing yards and
16 touchdowns, according to
the GoEags web archive.
Washington said he is
proud of being part of the
football team with Paul Wulf
as head coach.
“We were in that era that
was the huge push over
the mountain to grow the
school,” he said.
According to Washington,
the football team helped the
university get more attention.
Washington said he had
been cutting hair since he
was a kid.
“My mom used to cut our
hair. She’d give us that bowl
cut, the one where you’d
get picked on at school for
having. ... But then she got
too busy to do it and I just
started cutting mine and my
brother’s hair,” he said.
While attending Eastern

Photo by Aaron Malmoe
Darius Washington, owner of University Cutz in downtown Cheney, trims up co-worker Jake Sjolie's hair.

on scholarship, Washington
studied communications and
broadcasting. “I wanted to
be on TV,” he said.
Washington worked for
the Washington Interscholastic
Activities Association calling
games for local high schools.
“It was really fun. We had

to do spots [commercials]
and they would hand us a
script. We got to have fun
with it and it was really creative,” he said.
His broadcasting choice
was influenced by modeling jobs he had while in high
school, according to Wash-

ington.
“I’ve always been in front
of the camera. You’d be there
and they’re pointing cameras
at you, and I always wanted
to know what it’s like on the
other side,” he said.
It was his girlfriend that
was already in the busi-

ness that pushed him into
a modeling job for himself,
said Washington. His first
contract was free, and he has
modeled for companies like
Macy’s and appeared in soccer commercials in Seattle.
washington-Page 7
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Stalking a silent
campus epidemic
By Kara Hill

contributing writer
karahill.kh@gmail.com

Photo by Lorna Hartman

IEEE Club Goal: 107,000 feet

Commercial Airliner: 32,000 - 40,000 feet
Troposphere: 46,000 - 59,000 feet
Weather Baloons: 90,000 feet
Government Gets Nervous: 100,000 feet

Space: 262,000 - 328,000 feet

IEEE club member Amanda Martes switches on the power supply for the spectograph.
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IEEE launching balloon,
spectograph into space
By Lorna Hartman

staff writer
lorna.hartman@ucaa.org

The Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers club
at Eastern is building a spectrograph to compete in a NASAsponsored competition and is
saving up funds to send an instrument-packed balloon into
the upper atmosphere to measure pressure and temperature
changes at different altitudes.
The spectrograph will measure solar output—energy
from the sun. This is the club’s
entry into the National Student
Solar Spectrograph Competition.
The dictionary definition of
a spectrograph is “any of various instruments that record
various types of spectra, especially one that uses a camera to
record a spectrum of light.” In
simplest terms, a spectrograph
records light and outputs it
graphically, creating a “picture” of the light output levels.
The EWU club’s parent
organization, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, became aware of the
competition and informed the
student club at EWU so that
members could participate.
“They have to join the
IEEE [organization], but at significantly reduced rates,” said
electrical engineering department Chairman Esteban Rodriguez-Marek. “I pay about $180
and they pay $30. They get
magazine subscriptions, and
they get access to the research
libraries. … And they get to
know professionals in the area,
go to meetings and participate
in various contests.”
The National Student Solar Spectrograph Competition is being held in Bozeman,
Mont., May 15 through 17. The
EWU team, “The Prismaticitians,” comprises Nicole Hicks,
Amanda Martes, Ben Herbold
and Cora Kellerman, and is
competing against university teams across the country.
Twenty-one teams are currently registered.

The competition has four
categories: Best Spectrograph
Design, Best Spectrograph
Build, Best Science Observation and Best Presentation of
Research. The members of
winning teams each get $3,000
and get to attend a NASA
launch.
Each university must build
its own spectrograph on a budget of $2,000 or less, take readings, display the results and
report on practical uses for the
data and for its particular spectrograph.
For the presentation phase,
the team will prepare a largeformat, research-level project
poster and give three 10-minute talks, one centered on Design and Build Activities, one
on Educational Outreach and
one on Scientific Results.
“A balloon-launching project like this one can cost anywhere from $500 to $6,000,”
Rodriguez-Marek said. The
club has already started holding fundraisers. For a recent
fundraiser, the club sold hot
dogs and cookies in the Computer and Engineering Building on Feb. 12.
The finished project will be
a helium-filled balloon. Inside
will be a small package comprised of a micro-camera that
can shoot photos or video, a
GPS tracking chip, a radio chip
for communication, a weathervane for guidance and equipment to measure atmospheric
pressure, humidity and temperature.
When ready, the balloon
will simply be released and
will reach an elevation of approximately 100,000 feet, almost 19 miles.
“We’re trying to beat a record of 107,000 feet,” Martes
said.
According to NASA,
space starts somewhere in the
range of 80 to 100 kilometers
above the earth, or roughly
262,000-328,000 feet up. Commercial passenger planes fly
at altitudes of 32,000-40,000
feet. Weather balloons routinely fly to an altitude of 27

kilometers, or 90,000 feet, and
can fly above 100,000 feet,
which is what the EWU club
is trying to do.
The club’s balloon should
fly through the troposphere,
which ends in the range of
46,000-59,000 feet, and well
into the stratosphere, which
ends at about 295,000 feet.
Club members are working on the mathematical calculations to figure out how
full to fill the balloon so that
it will burst at the right time,
given its durability and the
different pressure and temperature at such a high altitude.
When the balloons bursts, a
parachute will deploy and will
eventually land the pod of electronics safely on the ground. It
will continue to take measurements as it descends. Because
of the GPS chip, the club can
meet the pod when it lands.
It will take several hours for
the balloon to go up and come
back down, so “we’re making
a fun field day of it,” Martes
said. “A little Frisbee, a little
volleyball, a picnic day.”
The pressure and temperature measurements provided by the balloon are weather
station tasks and will add to
available data. “Also,” Hicks
said, “we’ll have our own
pictures of the earth’s curvature. The balloon will be up
far enough to show that.”
EWU provides the club
with a room and equipment in
Cheney Hall where members
can study and work on projects.
It is an all-business
workroom with several
Internet-connected
computers; a router to rout out
motherboards, a circuit
prototyping machine, a desolderer to remove solder
from boards so the chips
can fall off and be re-used,
an oscilloscope, multimeter and waveform generator, a power supply that
motors can be hooked up
to and “lots of chips lying
around,” Hicks said.

On a campus the size
of EWU it is estimated
that over 900 women will
experience some form of
harassment this year, the
most common being stalking according to the American Association of University Women.
Harassment in the
form of stalking has been
deemed a silent epidemic
since 13 percent of college women are harassed
each academic year, and
only half of the cases are
reported, according to the
American Association of
University Women.
Though stalking may
seem insignificant compared to sexual assault, it is
equally dangerous. American Association of University Women reported
that 71 percent of rapes are
planned in advance. Most
commonly, rape victims
are stalked for a period of
time averaging around 60
days before an attack.
However,
research
from the national women’s
organization,
Survivor
Services, recently found
that stalking from a former
intimate partner can last
anywhere between one to
two years.
Contributors
from
Campus Safety Magazine
reported that the most
common signs of stalking
include rumors, spying, excessive texting, unwanted
phone calls, emails, gifts,
letters and unannounced
visits to the victim’s house.
Michelle Garcia, director for the National Center for Victims of Crime’s
Stalking Resource Center
recommended in a recent
article for Campus Safety
Magazine that victims cut
off all communication with
the stalker as well as file a
police report. According
to EWU Detective Quincy
Burns, it is common for the
stalking to continue after
a police report has been
filed. Burns strongly suggested that victims document each incident and
report it to the campus
police.
“We need to know from
a law perspective what’s
going on.” said Burns.
However, Garcia believes that victims on campus do not report these issues either because they do
not feel safe or they think
they will not be taken seriously.
Burns is aware of this
problem. He said, “We’re
not the bad people here
[but] if we don’t have any
knowledge, we can’t help
or prevent [it].”
Burns and the police
department are working

hard to get more involved
and build trust on campus.
Burns said, “We just want
what’s best for [the students] to be safe.”
In the harassment and
assault cases that are reported, according to the
American Association of
University Women, 80 percent of the victims know
their attacker.
Statistics from Campus
Safety Magazine show that
of these 80 percent, 66 percent are stalked by a former intimate partner. According to Burns, this form
of stalking is classified as
love-obsession
stalking
and often leads to domestic assault. Burns says he
believes that control is a
main factor in these cases.
The stalker may have lost
control of the relationship
and is desperate to get it
back, even if it is through
fear.
Survivor Services reported that only 23 percent of victims are stalked
by strangers. Generally
stalkers who are not former intimate partners are
classmates, roommates or
neighbors, according to
Crime Victim Services.
Dr. Ann Dapice, director of education at T.K.
Wolf, the non-profit organization for counseling
and education, believes
that college campuses are
ideal environments for
stalkers. Dapice said that
since campuses are generally close knit communities where routines are easily formed, it is easier for
students to be followed or
watched.
Detective Burns recommended that students
take different routes. He
said, “Don’t make consistent patterns [and] always
be aware of your situation.” He acknowledged
that on campus this is difficult since students often
have the same schedule
throughout the week.
Burns said, “I understand
the pitfalls … around these
situations.”
However, Burns recommended that students
stay in groups. “Don’t go
alone, don’t isolate yourselves [and] keep an eye
out for the signs.” Burns
said. “There are people out
there that will take advantage of you.”
According to Crime
Victim Services, stalkers
usually think that their behavior is acceptable, have
obsessive
personalities,
low self-esteem and aboveaverage intelligence.
Dapice believes that
stalking is more prevalent
on campus because the
resourceful and manipulative personalities attributed to stalkers stems from
intelligence.

AMERICAN OPPORTUNITY CREDIT

Just
GE T
IT!!

Can you
use an
extra
$1,000
to
$2,500?

Prepare your 2012 tax return
by going to

Do you tweet?

and clicking on the blue
box to prepare your
return online.
1040 EZ
FREE
1040 A
19.95
1040
39.95
States
29.95

We want
to follow you.

Or call

@EasternerOnline

http://prep.1040.com/ShepardCpa

(one fee provides
unlimited states)

(509) 235-6014
and we can do it for you!
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Progress on new residence hall
moves on according to schedule
By Lorna Hartman

staff writer
lorna.hartman@ucaa.org

The new residence hall is
on schedule to open in September 2013, featuring all
movable furniture in each
room.
Instead of being attached
and immobile, the beds, desks
and other furniture will all be
arrangeable.
Beds can be placed in one
of four arrangements: regular
height with the chest of drawers underneath, bunk beds,
loft beds that are extra-high or
single beds on the ground.
While not all of the logistical procedures are in place at
this early date, loft kits will be
available on a first-come, firstserved basis and residents can
request help setting up beds
from maintenance mechanics,
according to Living Learning
Communities
Coordinator
Deb Stafford.
Another major difference
in the new residence hall is
sound insulation.
According to Senior Project Manager Troy Bester of
Construction and Planning
Services, the standard sound
insulation for the new building and most residence halls
is sound batting on the walls
and ceiling.
The new residence hall
also features a system of
acoustic metal isolation channels with rubber gaskets in
both walls and ceilings. Sound
travels down these channels
and is stopped before it carries
through the studs.
The Housing and Residential Life offices will move
from Tawanka Hall to just off
the lobby of the new residence
hall. The layout will be similar to its current layout, with
an open area and offices. It
will also have a secondary entrance from 11th Street.
Getting past the lobby will
require card access at the elevators and stairs. At night the
residence hall will be locked
down, as is standard, and all
doors will require card access.
The main entrance to the
new residence hall will be
across from the URC. The
long, curving walkway to the
front entrance will feature the
same snow melt system that
the URC stairs have.

Photos by Nic Olson
A sneak peak at the residence hall under construction reveals layout and plans for improved security for students who will live there next year.

The first floor has a spacious lobby with a reception counter and four singleperson unisex bathrooms. In
addition to the Residential
Life offices and an office and
apartment for the residence
hall dean, it has a kitchenette
for staff and for EWU workers
to use for any social functions
held in the residence hall.
The Great Room, located

past the lobby, has a fireplace
and plenty of seating, and
according to Bester, current
plans for the Great Room include a piano.
Secure bike storage is located at one end of the first
floor by card access only. The
first floor is rounded out with
storage space, a receiving
room, mechanical-electricalcustodial areas and space for

future expansion such as potential retail space.
The next four floors each
feature 37 double rooms and
four triple rooms plus a Community Assistant room. The
second floor has an outdoor
balcony.
Fifth-floor rooms have
high ceilings. Halls will be coed, but rooms will be singlesex.

Each residential floor
has a lounge and kitchen
area with seating for a
group of up to 15 people
to eat together, according
to Stafford. Floors feature
three social lounges per
floor, two small sitting areas off the hallway, four
bathrooms and recycling.
Each floor has a game
room featuring a different

ASEWU talks PUB remodel, new job opening
By Libby Campbell

senior reporter
libbyrcampbell@gmail.com

ASEWU Executive Vice
President Justin Filla led
the latest council meeting Feb. 8, where they
discussed recent happenings involving the student
council and the Eastern
community.
Filla announced that
the council had decided to
give club office space to the
Saudi Club, after hearing
presentations at a meeting.
“The other two clubs
that had applied were the
Rugby Club and [Black

Concert:
continued from front

Hughes said that at the
Dec. 11 Student and Activities Committee meeting, the proposal was approved unanimously by
both student and faculty
members of the committee. However, no money
has yet to be spent on the
endeavor. Hughes added
that he is setting up initial plans on how to spend
the money allocated to the
event. He said that Student
Activities Involvement and
Leadership department has
been communicating with
Macklemore’s agents about
logistics such as equipment
availability and security
detail requirements.

Student Union]. The Saudi
Club is approved for sure
to get it,” Filla said.
“Right now we’re looking into seeing if we can
add a second desk in there
to put two clubs in there.
I’m working with Bob Anderson to see if we can do
that.”
Filla also briefed the
council on current meetings
he has attended regarding
the PUB remodel. He said
they have discussed how
much funding is available
and the pre-design phase
of the project.
Filla also discussed how
Eastern’s ROTC has ap-

proached the council about
advertising in the PUB.
“I thought it was a really great idea, and the
committee thought it was
good, so I’m going to look
around the PUB. There’s
a couple areas that I saw
where we can add bulletin
board space or space for
that,” Filla said.
He then talked about
the possibility of placing
a Redbox DVD and game
distribution kiosk on campus.
“I had Victor Rodriguez [of
New Student Programs] meet
with me about adding a Redbox
inside the PUB. It’s been talked

about in the past … and there were
some concerns and ideas that were
put out, so I’ll probably meet with
Victor again,” Filla said.
Filla also addressed an
opening on the council. Galen
Hyatt is resigning from his position on the Superior Court,
and the ASEWU is taking applications to fill the spot.

At this point, EWU and
Macklemore are at a verbal
agreement. No formal contracts have been signed.
Over the past few years,
ASEWU election voter turnout has been comparatively
low. The national average
voter turnout in four-year
university student government elections is just over
20 percent. During the 2010
ASEWU elections, only 6
percent of Eastern students
voted. In 2011, turnout rose
just 1 percent. Last year,
turnout almost doubled to
13.6 percent.
To help improve voter
turnout this year, the Office of Information Technology will track everyone
who votes by their student
ID numbers. Those who
vote get priority seating if

they show up at the designated time with their EWU
ID cards.
“On the day of the concert, students who voted
would simply bring their
ID card to the venue at a
designated time before
general admission,” the
proposal states. After a set
time, seating would then be
open to all EWU students
by presenting their student
ID card. It is a system much
like if you were to attend a
home EWU football game.
According to Hughes's
proposal,
this
system
would ensure that only
EWU students attend and
would encourage student
participation in the voting
process without resorting
to bribery.
Present Director of Elec-

tions Connor Gregg stated
that he would present the
same proposal his predecessor had presented to the
Services and Activities Fee
Committee without alteration. He said the event was
a way to give the students
a fun concert, but also a
great way to show student
involvement and promote
elections as a whole.
Hughes said that he is
committed to serving the
wants and needs of the students.
Gregg said that Hughes
has made great strides with
this project and that he
wanted to assist in any way
possible. Gregg also said
that he wanted to show
how student involvement
and interest in student
elections is necessary.

“Galen will be resigning
from his position effective
Feb. 15 because he actually
got a study abroad [opportunity] in Germany, and
he’ll be leaving in March,”
Filla said. “So he wanted to
go ahead and resign right
now so he can get stuff taken care of.”

Students who are interested in applying for the position can fill out an application in PUB 303. Applications can be
submitted until 5 p.m. on Feb. 15.

activity. The second- and
fifth-floor game rooms feature gaming setups and pool
tables.
The third-floor game room
has TVs, and the fourth-floor
room features pingpong
tables. All the game rooms
are wired for TVs in case of
changes.
The new residence hall has
a total of 354 beds.
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EWU Board of Trustees Meeting Notes
those who graduate as well as
those who drop out. He thinks
this would be a good way to
finding out why dropouts are
leaving or where EWU failed
them. This would be in addition to the graduate exit interviews, which are already in
place and help EWU discover
how the institution has helped
the student succeed. Ormsby
said his department tried to
find out how minority students build good habits, saying, “We need to capitalize on
our success stories.” President
Arévalo said he felt Ormsby’s
idea of capitalizing on success
stories is key, and EWU needs
to look at the activities that create a functional human being.

By Aascot Holt

staff writer
aascot.holt@gmail.com

Riverpoint Campus
Discussion
Strategic Goal: Student
Success and Community Engagement
EWU Board of Trustees
Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs Rex Fuller
and EWU Vice President for
Business and Finance Mary
Voves gave a PowerPoint presentation and discussion focused around the future of the
Riverpoint campus, discussing
the importance of directing resources toward graduate studies as the main purpose of the
campus. Fuller said the EWU
attendance of more than 2,500
students exceeds WSU’s at the
satellite campus, though WSU
continues to be main decisionmaking body.
Voves expressed distaste
for the Spokane Intercollegiate
Research Technology Institute
building, or Sirti, stating, “Sirti
is sort of a building without a
purpose right now, we could
fill that building up with students in no time. … That building is a waste of resources. …
Business incubators [are] sort
of a 1980s concept.”
Fuller and Voves supported the construction of an
entirely new building, and
President Arévalo expressed
a preference for the building
to be placed on an existing
surface parking lot. No plan
to replace parking spaces was
presented. The concept for the
building so far is a three-tofour story building of about
100,000 square feet with space
for cultural events. The building could include graduate programs from EWU’s
Cheney campus, an expansion of existing undergraduate programs now established
in Cheney and new academic
programs. Fuller said, “Professional development is not
part of our academic array.”
Voves cited the construction
of the building would simply
mean, “asking for authority
to use our own money,” and
the design could be brought to
the board for approval in two
years.
Athletics—New Women’s
Sport
Strategic Goal: Visibility
and Community Engagement
EWU Director of Athletics Bill Chaves led a presentation and discussion about the
future addition of collegiate
women’s softball to comply
with NCAA standards. In the
mid 1990s, EWU committed
to add another female sport
in order to stay in the NCAA.

Graphic courtesy of EWU Board of Trustees
For the complete agenda and presentations, visit http://bit.ly/12dTpF5.

After getting reviewed again
in the mid 2000s, EWU promised it would be done a second
time. Chaves cited the choice
of softball because EWU does
not presently offer a women’s
sport in the spring, and the Big
Sky conference is now offering
women’s softball as a conference sport.
Chaves said, “[Softball]
envelopes right into the Big
Sky conference.” Softball will
begin at the University of
Montana in the spring of 2014.
Board of Trustees President
Paul Tanaka said timelines
did not coincide for cooperation with the City of Cheney
for use of the future 50-acre
park ball fields. Chaves said
his department has started the
process of constructing EWUowned softball fields and he
hopes EWU will start playing
collegiate women’s softball in
2017 or 2018.
Retention
Strategic Goal: Student
Success
Mark Mays referred to
“Crossing the Finish Line:
Completing College at America’s Public Universities” by
William Bowen, Matthew Chingos and Michael McPherson. He said he learned from
the publication about college
dropouts and their personal
well being, “If people don’t
get degrees … we’ve taken a
year or two of their lives away.
… [and given them] debt and
discouragement that will take
years to get over.” He criticized and praised EWU’s high
acceptance rate, citing when
EWU was very selective, enrollment shrunk, but students
were more likely to succeed in
earning their degrees. “With
reduced sensitivity, we also

have reduced graduation
rates,” claiming 59 percent of
college students attending an
American four-year university drop out. “The world of
words, not actions, is our specialty here [at EWU].”
Colin Ormsby said the
student financial group most
vulnerable to dropping out
are those who go to EWU using only loans to pay their tuition, rather than scholarships,
grants or savings. He said
EWU has a higher graduation
rate among women, bucking
American state school trends,
but only about half the students complete their college
education within six years.
In regard to EWU’s performance helping EWU students
who struggle through specialized programs, Ormsby
said within one quarter of
revamping the developmental mathematics courses, the
pass rate went from the high
40s to the mid 60s. He said the
writers’ center on the Cheney
campus has served 47 percent
more students than last quarter. Ormsby said he wants to
redesign the summer quarter, so it is no longer seen and
used as a method of playing
“catch up,” but rather for getting ahead. He hopes financial
aid will begin supporting the
summer quarter. He wants
to work with financial aid for
everybody who wants to take
advantage of the summer
quarter at EWU. He wants to
encourage students, especially
those who need to attend developmental courses, to enroll
in four quarters a year.
Klauss said he wants to
create a transfer center in the
Academic Affairs office to
help prospective students.
EWU is piloting a program

called “Destination: Eastern”
with Community Colleges of
Spokane, which offers pre-advising to community college
students considering EWU. As
a part of this program, Klauss
wants to benefit prospective
students who commit to transfer to EWU as freshman after
earning associate degrees. His
proposed benefits include
Eastern student ID numbers,
access to SOAR degree audits
while in community college
and the use of special software
to guarantee seats in the classes they will need once they arrive at EWU. Walla Walla and
Lower Columbia community
colleges are to be piloted next.
Jo Ann Kauffman, trustee, said, “I think we need to
be honest about the cost of
an education with students
and parents.” Bertha Ortega,
trustee, said she feels first generation students do not get the
advice most students get from
their parents and need a extra
help when it comes to things
like choosing classes, managing time and higher academic
expectations. Fuller said academic help resources and services should be available yearround. Ormsby said EWU
loses a lot of first generation
students to personal issues.
Tanaka asked Ormsby
what a realistic four-year
graduation rate goal might be.
Ormsby said an optimistic objective is a rate of 54 percent by
2017. Ormsby compared this
goal to the present rate of 19
percent. He said, “We need to
have ‘student success’ tattooed
on our foreheads.”
James Murphy, board
judge, said he would like to
see all leaving students required to partake in exit interviews. This would include

Ethnic Studies Programs—
Panel Discussion
Strategic Goal: Student
Success and Community Engagement
Representatives from
the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences and Social
Work, Africana education
program, American Indian
studies program and Chicano
education program presented their efforts to maintain
student involvement and retention. They said much of
the work they do involves
social justice, diversity and
inclusion. They said their
students are held back by developmental math courses,
and they have implemented
exclusive tutoring services
specifically for their students.
They cited a need for more
post-baccalaureate help, saying students are reacting to
graduation with, “I have this
degree, now what?”
Deirdre Almeida of the
American Indian studies program said the Spokane area
has the ninth largest urban
Native American population
with five tribes in the surrounding area. She described
this for EWU as a gold mine.
Mays asked in light of this statistic why more Native American students are not attending
EWU in comparison to other
minorities. Almeida said most
Native American students select the “two or more races”
option on surveys, as that is
what they consider themselves.
Raphael Guillory, EWU
psychology professor & interim Chicano education director,
said the Chicano and Latino
population of EWU has grown
by 60 percent since 2008. Each
Cinco de Mayo, the department holds a family outreach
event with parent-teacher conferences. The department has
its own student newsletter updating everyone on available
support services and retention

initiatives. He said the department is trying to recruit from
California, where 50 percent of
all high school students identify as Latino. He discussed a
student-led conference that
invited 150 area high school
students to get to know EWU
on a personal level. Over 70
high school seniors started applying at the conference due
to the conference’s efforts. He
is working toward getting aid
for undocumented students.
“You can tell [the Chicano
education program] is selfsustaining. It’s a culture. It’s a
tradition. … I’m just trying not
to mess things up.”
Year-End Financial Report
EWU Chief Financial Officer Toni Habegger presented
the annual financial report
with Mary Voves. Overall, student tuition is relied on more
heavily than in the past while
state support is diminishing.
EWU’s tuition dependency
ratio for 2012 was about 60
percent, and 45 percent for
2009. President Arévalo said
the best financial aid is lower
tuition and he hopes to look
into research opportunities
for the university’s students.
Any project totaling less than
$5 million is considered a minor project. Major expenses
included instruction, supplies
and materials, and benefits, in
order.
Debt Policy Review
The bond to build the URC
will be paid off in 2038, and
the bond to build the new residence hall next to Streeter Hall
will be paid off in 2023. The
EWU lease with Brewster Hall
ends in 2023. Habegger suggested keeping new bonds for
dining and housing expenditures under $12 million to keep
good credit rating.
Board Report Highlights
Sam Ligon, of EWU Faculty Organization and assistant professor of english and
creative writing, said he hopes
to add mentoring to first year
experience programs. His
long-term goal is to study and
revise EWU’s general education requirements. His revision
would be a “major overhaul”
as the GECRs have not been
revisited in over 20 years. He
wants to put together a tight
and select committee to help
him and to have two students
on this revision committee. He
would like to review EWU’s
salaries in comparison to the
worldwide market. He would
like to start funding resources
for community growth, like
travel budgets and “donut
money.” He said, “It’s not frivolous. It matters.”

Performance illustrates civil rights struggle

By Lorna Hartman
staff writer
lora.hartman@ucaa

“The Right to Dream” was
a solo performance combined
with archival film presented
in the library lobby by actor
and educator Bob Williams of
Living Voices as part of EWU
recognition of Black History
Month.
Living Voices is an organization that presents dramatizations from numerous
key historic eras such as the
Holocaust, women’s suffrage
in America, the American
Revolution, Native American
boarding schools and the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II.
“The main point of segregation,” Williams said, “was
to restrict and deny access to
certain people.”
To personalize what it
was like to grow up black in
the 1960s, Williams portrayed
a fictional civil rights-era boy
named Raymond Hollis, who
grew up with a white playmate but was harshly separated from his friend one day
by the friend’s father.
The character of Hollis realized early in life that education was the key to improving
his life, and he went to college
on a scholarship. He was rec-

Photo by Nic Olson
Actor Bob Williams speaks about the civil rights movement.

ognized as a natural leader
and began joining civil rights
protests.
One day Hollis led a sit-in
at a lunch counter. The person
working at the counter said,
“We don’t serve Negroes
here.” Hollis replied, “That’s
OK. We don’t eat Negroes.”
In the brutal attack by
police and other customers
that followed, Hollis’s friend
was blinded. After some soulsearching, Hollis plunged
into civil rights work with
even more determination,
going on voter registration
drives in black neighborhoods and participating in
Freedom Rides—integrated

bus rides, with black and
white riders sitting together.
After years of effort, black
people won the right to vote,
and Hollis eventually ran for
the town council. Williams’
portrayal of the civil rights
era ends with Hollis rejoicing
at seeing the name of a black
man on the ballot.
“Whites didn’t want
blacks voting after the Emancipation,” said Williams, because the slave system meant
that many areas in the South
had a much greater black
population than white population. White plantation owners, in particular, feared that
black people could simply

outvote them and decide all
the laws and leaders themselves, according to Williams.
Once black people won
the right to vote, white people
put into place a system—the
Jim Crow laws—to legally
keep black people from voting and to keep them in a secondary position, according to
the Virginia Historical Society
web page “The Civil Rights
Movement in Virginia.”
According to this website,
the Jim Crow system included both formal and informal
elements. There were extensive literacy tests for black
voters that were subject to the
personal decisions of white
registrars, while white voters had easy tests or no tests
at all. Black people who tried
to vote could be fired and no
one else would hire them;
and threats and violence were
committed against black people who even attempted to
vote.
Williams talked about
black soldiers being sent to
fight against Hitler and his
“master race”--in a segregated military.
Everyone’s taxes paid for
the public schools and public
pools, but only white children
got to go to the schools or swim
in the pools, according to the
Library of Congress website.

Williams described how
many of the civil rights
battles were fought: Black
people and their white allies
were beaten, dragged and attacked. There were instances
of lit cigarettes being ground
into protesters’ backs and
acid being thrown in their
faces. Some civil rights leaders were shot. Black people
were sometimes lynched.
Williams said that in that
era, “white” and “colored”
were actual legal terms,
meaning that “white” and
“black” were not just two different colors, but that white
was the natural way for people to be.
To illustrate, he suggested they could have changed
the terms to “black” and
“bleached.” There was some
laughter, and Williams then
asked, “Why don’t we chuckle when we hear ‘white’ and
‘colored’? It’s because we’re
all used to it.”
Separation between races
was enforced. If blacks and
whites sat together, the way
you’re doing here today,
they’d be arrested.”
Finally, Williams described the famous march
on Washington culminating in Martin Luther King
Jr.’s “I Have a Dream”
speech.

Williams closed by connecting the civil rights struggle to
other fights for freedom and
equal rights since then, such as
women’s right to vote and the
right of disabled people to have
proper access to public buildings.
“‘The Right to Dream’
presentation was a very powerful depiction of some of
the struggles for civil rights,”
said Outreach and Inclusion
Librarian Rayette Sterling. “I
thought it was particularly
fitting that the presentation
took place on Rosa Parks’
birthday. ... the presentation
also pointed out that ordinary people – college and
high school students were
willing to risk their lives for
equality.”
Ted Otto, interim dean
of libraries, said, “I thought
the concept was interesting – a live actor interacting with the video. The
actor managed to do his
job despite the technical
problems with the sound
system, and I thoroughly
enjoyed it. …
“I’m old enough to recall
live newscasts of the Freedom
Riders’ adventures. Some of
his remarks before the video
gave me new insights into the
depth of discrimination that
existed ... in parts of the South.”
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Should the university provide students with
more free parking lots and a shorter walk?
Make a choice: walk or pay
By Kyle Harding

opinion editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

Of all of subjects I hear
students complain about,
parking seems to be the
most common.
The complaints usually center around a lack of
available parking spaces,
but they are
also often
concerning
the price
of parking.
Last week
we ran a letter to the
editor from
Harding
a group of
students arguing for more free parking on campus.
Never mind the fact
that the pay lots start at a
relatively low $94 annually. Never mind the fact
that the university provides a large amount of
free parking already, as
long as students are willing to walk across Washington Street to get to
campus. That was never
a major inconvenience to
me when I was commuting
from Spokane.
It is understandable for
students to wish for more
free parking, but people
who want more “free”
things provided to them in
life often fail to take into
account the unseen costs.
More services being
provided at no cost by the
university raises the question of whether or not the
university will levy a new
fee to pay for it. We pay
a technology fee, a health
fee, a transportation fee
and a recreation fee, regardless of whether we
use all of these services.

Of course, the parking lots
are pre-existing, so charging a fee seems to be found
money for the school. So
it is unclear whether or
not Eastern would implement a new fee to recoup
the money they charge for
parking. If they did charge
a new fee, then some students’ desire to park closer
for free would be subsidized by students who
walk or ride the bus. Asking these people, who do
not use the parking lots, to
pay for your desire to walk
less or pay less is selfish.
Money aside, the real
problem is that the proposed solution is not really a solution at all. The
closer lots are pay lots
for a reason. That reason
is that there is a relative
shortage of parking that
close to campus. The costs
are in place to control that
shortage and make sure
that people who are willing to pay for a parking
permit can find a space.
If the parking was made
free, that control would be
gone. People who park in
the free lot or park on the
street would park there.
People who walk or ride
the bus would choose to
drive and park there. And
we would be left with the
same problem all over
again: not enough parking.
When students get out
of college, they will find
that the world is full of
tough decisions. The solution is not to ask other
people who are struggling
as much with bills as you
are to incur part of the cost
for the things you want.
The solution is to make
a choice: Do you want to
park close or do you want
to park for free?

photo by Nic Olson
Some students think Eastern should provide free parking closer than the lot near the football field.

Letter to the Editor
The walk from the free parking
lot to class is not that far
I have read with interest the letters and articles
stating that there should be
free student parking close to
classrooms. As an engineering faculty member I decided to conduct an experiment to find out how big an
issue this really is at EWU.
On Friday, I parked in the far
back end of lot P12 above the
stadium (free parking that
I use) and walked to Kings-

ton Hall on the opposite side
of campus. I did not rush,
stayed on all of the sidewalks
and did not even take the
shortest route. Lest you think
I am a speed demon, I am
an out-of-shape 54-year-old
with a bum hip. It took me
14 minutes, which is a very
reasonable time to get from
your car to class.
Dr. Martin Weiser

Through the Eagle's Eye
Do you think the Work It conference was
helpful to your career prospects?
Interviews by Kyle Harding. Photos by Aaron Malmoe.

“Yeah. ... I've got so many
contacts here.”

“I felt that the career fair was
a great success. I thought
that the participants that
were there were knowledgeable about their field.”

Daniel Scharich

Jared Reyna

“Yes it was. ...
To get young professionals'
opinions and experiences
was helpful.”

“Yes it was. It gave me [an]
opportunity to network with
people.”

Taylor Burris

Joshua Stebbins

Serving the community since 1916
Kyle Harding

opinion editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com
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-Letters should be 300 words
or less, and typed or handwritten legibly.
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Cheap Valentine's Day
date around the town
By Al Stover and Katie
Simpson

for the easterner
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Valentine’s Day is a time
when many couples get together and spend the evening on a date.
The date will usually
consist of activities including an expensive dinner or a
late-night movie. However,
the holiday does not have to
be exclusive to just romantic
couples. Groups of friends
can enjoy the holiday and
have a good time without
the need to make it romantic.
Here is one way a group
of friends can have a good
Valentine’s Day with each
member only having to
spend $20.
To start off the night, the
group could take a trip to Rosa’s Pizza to bowl. The trip to
Rosa’s is an 18-minute walk
from campus. To pass the
time on the way, the group
could play several rounds
of “Six Degrees of Kevin
Bacon.” Although the walk
takes some time, the group
has not spent one dime.

$15.25
Although two games may
not seem like much, playing
with four people will eat up
some time.
The walk from Rosa’s to
downtown Cheney should
take just as long. If the group
is tired of the “Six Degrees of
Kevin Bacon” game, another
activity would be to take
pictures of different Cheney
buildings with their phones
as they get closer to their destination. If they are thirsty,
they should stop at the Taj
and get a bottle of water for
99 cents plus tax.

$14.17
When the group reaches
downtown Cheney, the group
should get some food. They
should go to Loco Dogz and
get a regular loco with ketchup, mustard, chopped onion
and sweet pickle relish for
$3.50 plus tax. For a drink, it is
best just to drink water.

$20.00
Seconds after entering the
bowling alley, have one of the
group members scout and
find the closest open lane as
there will be league bowlers
and others who will try and
maximize their bowling time.
Once a lane is open, everyone should purchase two
games, each costing $1.50.

$17.00
Also do not forget to rent
a pair of shoes for $1.75

$10.41
After dinner, there are
three different bars that are
open. The group could go to
Eagles Pub where two members of the group could share a
$6 pitcher of Rolling Rock pale
lager for $3 each. If the group
is feeling brave, they could also
try the pub’s mystery beer.
Once the group gets their
pitcher they should march
to the next room and shoot a
round of pool.
Note if there are any minors in the group, money
could be saved by just buying water or soda.

Illustration by Vania Tauvela

$7.41
Once the group is finished
at the pub, the group should
go outside and sober up by doing a sing-along. This can be
anything from an acapella version of “Everybody” by Backstreet Boys to a loud rendition
of “Hold My Hand” by Hootie
and the Blowfish, or maybe
even a romantic melody of The
Jackson 5’s “I’ll be there.” The
group may even earn a little
bit of change from any pedestrians who by.

Next, the group should
walk over to the Basement to
play trivia, which starts at 9:30
p.m. Two people should order
a domestic pitcher for $7 and
split it for $3.50 each.

$3.91
Using phones during the
trivia is prohibited, but there
might be ways to hide it.

$3.91
$7.41
If money was earned by
the singing or saved by not
drinking alcohol, adjust total.

would most likely have the
fresher coffee, which is on
sale for $1.85 a cup. On the
way to Zips the group could
play a game of 20 questions.
Once they arrive at the restaurant the friends should sit in a
booth and end the night with
fun conversation.

One way to end the
night is to grab some coffee.
Unfortunately, the closest
places with coffee that are
open are the Taj or Zips. At
this point of the night, Zips

$1.82
As for the rest of the
evening, the group can finish it in any manner they
see fit.
They can spend the remainder of the money on
food, drinks.
They can also go back to
someone’s house and watch
movies like “The Princess
Bride”
or
“Groundhog
Day.”

Other activities for
Valentine's Day
Acapella group
Form a group to go around to
different restaurants to sing to
the customers. Do not be afraid
to take audience requests and
make sure it is okay with the
restaurant owner first.
Pink for the day
Wear everything with pink on
it. Eat something pink for every
meal. Watch “Pretty in Pink”
at home. Listen to some Pink
Floyd on your way to class.
Valentine’s Day cards
Buy some of the small Valentine’s Day cards from the
store or make your own. Give
them to your friends, your
teachers and people you have
never met.

Love is in the air, best proceed with caution
By Davis Hill

mand, but in reality, they spend
most Friday nights alone, crying
into a bottle of wine.

Year after year, you were consigned to spend your Valentine’s
Day alone and loveless while all
your friends went out on dates and
later developed intimate, loving
relationships.
Your only consolation was the
card your mother
sent you, the one
with the Sweethearts. But not this
year. This year,
you’ve got a date.
It’s a blind date.
Hill
You had a friend
set you up, or you found someone
online or you finally got that cute
cashier’s number.
It seems easy, right? But the
dating game, or “hell,” as we in the
dating advice industry like to call
it, is fraught with danger. Laced
in among the normal, interesting
dates are “date bombs”: people
with personality defects so egregious that even their mothers don’t
love them.
Have fun and be yourself, but
tread carefully. If you suspect your
date is a “bomb,” get out of there
immediately. Don’t try to take anything with you—just run.
Here is a list of the most common “date bombs” you’ll encounter:

The Homesteader
Homesteaders are often pleasant, talkative and attentive to their
dates. After an hour or two, however, words such as “children” and
“future” begin to creep into the
conversation. After you drop them
off, they will change their Facebook relationship status to “it’s
complicated.” They will ask you to
marry them on the second date.

staff reporter
dhill.easterner@gmail.com

The Poser
The poser is hot, hot stuff.
They’re smart, funny, attractive,
caring and sensitive—or at least
they think so. The Poser makes
it sound as if they are in high de-

The Holdout
The Holdout answers all your
questions in monosyllables. They
will not tell you about their interests. They will not tell you about
their family. They will not tell you
about their major or their childhood. They will not tell you anything. The Holdout isn’t much of
a date, but it’s a great time to get
some homework done.
The Press Release
The Press Release makes sure
that everyone around knows that
you are on a date. After every conversational exchange, they post a
tweet with their personal reactions
about your behavior. They are
Facebook friends with half your
family before you finish eating. Extreme cases may even call a friend
to talk about the date during the
date. If you get stuck with a Press
Release, fill them full of drinks and
steal their phone when they go to
the bathroom.
The Flower:
The Flower is just waiting to
be picked. They don’t bother to

develop any interesting hobbies
or opinions, or ways of relating to
other human beings. They don’t
need to, because the right person
won’t need those things. If you
can’t understand that, then you’re
probably not the right person for
them. But the right person will
come along someday. You’ll see.

The Nice Person (The Nice Guy):
The Nice Person can be of any
gender. The Nice Person desperately seeks human warmth but is
secretly terrified of closeness. They
will gladly indenture themselves
into a lifetime of serving you, but
will never make a move for fear of
rejection. Thus, they are constantly
stuck within a cycle of self-loathing, false romance and fear. The
Nice Person may be emotionally
draining, but they will always pay
for dinner.
The Specialist
The Specialist does one thing,
and one thing only. It could be
sports, science, art or politics, but
whatever it is, it’s all they do, and
it’s all they talk about. In fact, it’s
the only thing worth doing. Over
the course of your relationship, the
Specialist will help you learn to
love their thing so that the two of
you can do it together. Forever.
The Genius
The Genius is smarter than
you: way, way smarter. Just in case
you’re not sure, they’ll tell you
so—repeatedly. They constantly reference things like quantum
foam, advanced political theory
and Jacques Derrida, although,
when pressed for details, they
“can’t remember.” Anything you

say is subject to correction, so it’s
best just to keep quiet. By the end
of the night, it has become clear
that the Genius needs a therapist
much more than they need a date.

The Perfectionist:
Are you too hot? Too cold? Do
you need a drink? The Perfectionist constantly apologizes for things
like opening the car door too wide,
picking you up 30 seconds too
late or buying the wrong brand of
gum. The upside to this is that they
take very good care of you. Actually, the Perfectionist wouldn’t
be so bad if they paid attention to
you instead of all the stupid little
details.
The Grinch
Spends the entire night talking
about how much they enjoy being single, and tells you all about
their celebrity crushes. They go
out of their way to say things you
will find offensive or unattractive.
It seems that the only reason they
asked you out was so they could
tell you, repeatedly, how silly dating is. Don’t pay for their drinks.
The Player:
The Player spends the entire
night talking to everyone but you.
At first you think they’re just being friendly, but soon you’ll realize
the dark truth: the Player is trying
to “upgrade” without making any
attempt to hide it. You may feel
miffed, but don’t worry. Your evening was wasted, but at least you
don’t have to look in the mirror
every day and deal with the deepseated attachment issues that are
the basis for the Player’s behavior.

The Undecided:
The Undecided doesn’t care
where you eat, what you do, or
what you talk about—until you
suggest something, at which point
they suggest that you suggest
something else. Is this passive aggression, well-meaning deference
or simple idiocy? We can’t decide.

Now let’s suppose, for the sake
of argument, that you managed
to avoid these “date bombs” and
ended up going out with a normal,
even moderately likeable person.
You want to get a second date,
of course. This is much more difficult than it seems, but with luck,
you can swing it. In order to set
yourself up for that second date:
Do: Listen to them and respond
intelligently; open the door for them;
mention that you had a good time;
give a warm touch if they seem receptive; ask if you can call again.
Do not: Breathe heavily.
Those of us who are involved
in a relationship know that love is
one of the most beautiful, meaningful aspects of life. We don’t
know what we’d do without it, and
we wouldn’t wish singleness on
our worst enemy.
But for those who are single on
Valentine’s Day, remember: Don’t
let the desolation of your hollow,
loveless existence get to you. After
all, you’ll always have Paris, even
if you have to go alone.
Don’t worry. We’re sure you’ll
find happiness someday. In fact,
we have a friend we’d like to set
you up with.
Views expressed in this column do not
necessarily reflect the views of The
Easterner.

How was your Valentine's Day? Tell us on Twitter @easterneronline
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Comedian entertains and educates

Hofstetter shares experiences with toddlers, racists and flight attendants
By Al Stover

eagle life editor
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Comedian Steve Hofstetter
was on a plane to Seattle when
he saw several stars from the
television series “Toddlers and
Tiaras.”
He began talking with one of
the mothers who asked him where
he was going without realizing that
they were both going to the same
destination.
“Do you know how bad your
flight has to be in order for you to
want your plane to crash?” Hofstetter said.
This was one of several topics
Hofstetter touched upon during his
stand-up performance in the PUB
MPR on Feb. 7.
Hofstetter, a comedian and
writer for publications like Maxim and Sports Illustrated, talked
about several instances he had
with the Transportation Security
Administration, including a time
when one of the flight attendants
walked over and told him he
could not have a pillow in the exit
row.
“She asked ‘What if someone’s
running across to get out? [And]
I told her ‘I’ll let them step on my

Photo by Anna Mills
Comedian Steve Hofstetter performed in front of dozens of EWU students.

pillow,’” Hofstetter said. “I’m not a
monster.”
According to Eagle Entertainment adviser Berto Cerrillo,
Hofstetter had called him a year
before in hopes of adding on an

extra performance to his Seattle
run.
They continued to be in contact
and Cerrillo received a call from
the comedian’s agent who let him
know that Hofstetter was doing a

Muslim students open to teach
others about Islamic customs
By Kate Daniel

contributing writer
katedaniel89@gmail.com

EWU is home to about
300 Muslim students, but despite their presence on campus and the flood of stories
concerning Islamic culture
in the media, there are many
things Muslim students wish
their fellow students understood.
Zieb Alqahtani is a graduate student from Saudi
Arabia. Alqahtani originally
came to the United States as
a part of the King Abdullah
Scholarship Program. He is
also an active member of the
EWU Saudi Club. Alqahtani
took advantage of the scholarship program when he
had completed his bachelor’s
degree in Saudi Arabia and
decided he should pursue
his master’s degree and learn
English.
For Alqahtani, one of
his favorite things about
being an international student is the ability to meet
so many people from various cultures, religions and
backgrounds.
When Alqahtani first
came to the United States, he
encountered some misperceptions about his culture.
He said that some people
thought he represented terrorism because he is Muslim.
For Alqahtani, the most
effective way he was able
to dispel this ignorance
was by asking others, “Did
you [learn] by your eyes,
or what you heard?” referring primarily to the
media’s perpetuation of
certain misinformation. He
said that if people obtain
information from “someone who hates, they’ll give
a bad picture to others who
know nothing.”
According to Alqahtani,
one of the main tenets of Islam is to do the right thing
and to be a good person.
“[We might] disagree in
our religions,” he said, “but
we’re all humans.”
Muhammad Omar, a
sophomore at EWU and a
Muslim, was born in Ethiopia and came to Seattle when
he was 15. He said that when
he came to the United States,
people would ask him why
Muslims were violent. He
explained to them that violence is not a part of his religion.
“All religion[s] tell you
to be cool, to be nice,” Omar
said.

He said that talking to
Muslim community members and making friends is
the best way inquiring people can learn.
Maria Ahmad, vice president of Muslim Students Association National, talked
about the experience she has
had as an American-born
Muslim woman growing
up in the Midwest. She says
that growing up in America,
she has always been asked
questions about Islam and
believes that it is a unique,
essential aspect of American higher education that an
open dialogue be maintained
in matters such as this.
In countries outside the
United States there is likely
to be less discussion about
Muslim culture, according to
Ahmad.
Ahmad said that many
exchange students who enroll in American universities are not prepared for the
questions from the American
students concerning various aspects of their cultural
or religious practices, such
as “What is the purpose of
your hijab (headscarf worn
by some Muslim women)?”
to “What do you do for fun?”
Ahmad said that one of
the common questions she
gets from non-Muslim peers
is about the hijab.
According to Ahmad,
women are not forced to
wear it, but some choose to
do so in alliance with religious practice, and she and
many of her Muslim peers
think of their hair as something beautiful to share with
those who know them well
like family or her husband.
Ahmad said that it is also
a way to express identity.
When she sees another girl
wearing a hijab, she automatically has a certain bond
with her, and that is something she values.
Ahmad wishes her nonMuslim classmates would
understand that Muslim
women do not need to be
rescued.
Ahmad feels there are
very few situations in America in which someone could
be forced to do something
against their will and that
if Muslim women needed
or desired aid they have the
ability to find it. Sometimes
people express pity for Ahmad and assume that she is
repressed as a Muslim woman. “People feel bad for me
… It’s really, really annoying,” she said.

EWU Saudi Club
Facebook Page
www.facebook.com/
saudisatewu?fref=ts
Email
saudiewu@gmail.com
Phone Number
509-230-2731

”Muhammad’s
wives
were well educated,” she
said. “So [the idea that
Muslim women cannot receive an education] doesn’t
really work.” This, Ahmad
said, is an example of an
instance in which culture
and religion have been incorrectly synthesized, a falsity which has been perpetuated by American media
outlets. She said that this is
a cultural facet that may be
prevalent in certain areas
but is not a part of Islamic
teachings.
Ahmad said she wishes
that more students realized
that many members of the
Muslim community were
born and raised in the U.S.
like herself.
“You can be Muslim and
American at the same time,”
she said.
Unlike Omar and Aqahtani, Ahmad said she has
not experienced much discrimination and considers
herself “lucky.” However,
people have suggested to her
that religion has earned her
certain things, like admission to college, because the
university wanted diversity
and not because of her accomplishments.
Alqahtani and Omar
have requested a prayer
room on campus for Muslim students so that they
may pray at certain times
of the day. Alqahtani also
said that the room would
be shared by students of
all faiths who might wish
to use it, and that it would
greatly enhance the experience for Muslim students at
EWU.
Ahmad, Alqahtani and
Omar all expressed hope
that with continued open
discussion between students
and community members,
better understanding can be
attained.
“Don’t be a philosopher
without any knowledge.”
Alqahtani said, “Ask if you
want to know the answer. …
It’s our pleasure.”

Have Twitter? Follow us @EWU_Eagle_Life

tour in the Pacific Northwest. The
agent asked if there was an opening, which there had been after
some performers Eagle Entertainment had booked did not fulfill
their commitments.
“We had an open spot and
Steve [Hofstetter] was available
and I was happy that it worked
out for both of us,” said Cerrillo.
“The students responded well to
him. I do appreciate the progressive blend of comedy because I
think that is a good way to expand people’s minds and grow
their thoughts a little more with
a veil of comedy.”
Student Shantell Jackson appreciated how Hofstetter’s performance was both funny and educational.
“He talked about political stuff
like the TSA and health,” Jackson
said.
In addition to sharing his experiences on flights, Hofstetter talked
about other subjects like the legalization of gay marriage and families with many children.
Hofstetter ended the performance by having a Q-and-A session with the audience where the
person with the question that led
into the best story or joke won a
CD.

After telling the audience about
his hobbies, his marital status and
favorite movie, Hofstetter answered a fan’s question about the
wildest show he had ever done,
which was a performance for the
Ku Klux Klan, which he did not
know at the time.
“They told us some jokes and by
jokes I mean racist theories,” Hofstetter said. “My friend was laughing, but not the ‘That was a good
joke’ laugh, but the ‘Hey, we’re going to die' laugh.”
EWU student Kate Zopolos enjoyed Hofstetter’s story about performing in front of the clan and
being able to leave the bar without
getting in a confrontation with the
group.
After the show, Hofstetter met
with fans and took pictures. He
had a wonderful time performing
in front of the many students who
came to the show.
“It’s great that you guys come
out in full force to support stand
up,” Hofstetter said. “As a comic, sometimes you show up at a
college and you’re playing to 20
people in a cafeteria, [but] this
was an environment for a show.
Great room, great show, … you
really can’t ask for more than
that.”

Washington:
continued from front

The multiple contracts he had to work
out on his own allowed him to be more
independent, according to Washington.
Handling his own affairs forced him to
grow up.
Modeling
and
communications
helped Washington be more sociable, a
much-needed skill for barbers, Washington said.
“Sometimes you do get people who
don’t talk,” he said. “Some of them just
want to sit in the chair. They like being
pampered.”
University Cutz started, said Washington, because he wanted to work for
himself, and barbering was something he
found that was relaxing. He spent eight
months at beauty school learning how
to cut, use shears and even use a straight
blade for facial shaves.
Jacob Sjolie, Washington’s co-worker at
University Cutz, met Washington at cosmetology school.
“I think we were the only ones brave
enough to touch them [razor blades],” he said.
The two are part of a growing professional culture that involves a lot of
competition and people who only let certain others touch their hair, according to
Washington.
Barbers themselves are also tough on
each other, stated Sjolie. The two have an
agreement to not be harshly critical of one
another, which could result in a damaged
reputation.
“It’s called the barber game,” Washington said. “One barber can say one thing

Go to http://bit.ly/Xz4WHw
to learn the do's and don'ts
of barbershop ettiquette.
about another barber, and they can go out
of business.”
Sjolie said that he and Washington are
willing to sit down and bounce ideas off
each other.
“What I tell him he might already know,
but it’s a learning process,” he said.
When they are not cutting hair, Sjolie said
they hang out at the shop and watch movies.
He said he likes the fact that he can sleep in and
come to the shop at 10 a.m. and be relaxed.
Washington stayed in Cheney, he said,
because the town is a close-knit community.
“Everyone knows each other, you can
walk everywhere. There’s just something
about the town,” he said.
About the barber trend in the country,
Washington said there are barbers who
make thousands of dollars solely by cutting hair.
The trend is slowly but surely coming
this way out west.
“Someone is always going to need a
haircut,” Sjolie said.
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Two by Two matching game

Margaret K. Haydon - "Sacred Ceremony" _______					
Joe Page - "Flow Chart: Flower Field" __________					
Matthew Dercole - "A Clearer Vision from the North" _______ 				

A

B

C

D

E

F
Mark Gordon - "Chain Log" __________
Sharon Brill - "Conch 26" ______________
Diane Sullivan - "What My Father Taught Me" _______

Solutions on page 9.
Photos by Dylan Paulus

Art department holds Two by Two
small-scale scupture biennial
Match the picture
with its correct name
By Paul Sell

staff reporter
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

In the center of the EWU Art
Building lies a gallery of ceramic
sculptures submitted by 16 different artists from across the country
for the community to observe.
This is the Two by Two art exhibition, a presentation done every
two years to showcase some of the
more interesting work done by ceramic artists.
“By creating sculpture in an intimate small scale, I want the view-

er to take the time to examine the
details,” said ceramic artist Diane
Sullivan.
The exhibition began in 2003
when Nancy Hathaway, gallery director, and Lisa Nappa, EWU professor of ceramics, started talking
about a variety of exhibits for EWU
students to see art in more ways than
just photographs. This prompted
Hathaway to send out more than 750
postcards to colleges and universities
across the country, to advertise for a
new ceramic sculpture exhibition.
“We’re so isolated here that most
of the work [students] see are images,” said Hathaway. “It’s really great
for them to see the actual work of art,
rather than seeing one view from one
side. They can walk around it and ac-

tually experience the work in person.
There really isn’t any substitute for
being able to do that.”
One thing that sets the Two By
Two apart from others is that it is a
juried exhibition. Artists that wish to
have their work put on display must
be overlooked by this year’s judge,
Jae Won Lee, a graduate of New York
State College of Ceramics at Alfred
University. Lee then selects the best
works submitted to be put on display.
“There is a certain delight and
comfort to be found in the playfulness and predictability in [my]
work,” said ceramic artist Joe Page.
“The optimistic feelings do not exist without an underlying current of
skepticism: This is what drives us to
keep looking.”

This will be the sixth year of
the exhibit, with over 18 different works of ceramic sculptures,
including rusted chains made out
of what looks like wood and a
twisted frame that looks like three
chairs melted together.
“What intrigues me is how I
merge myself into the object,” said
ceramic artist Sharon Brill. “How I
steep myself into the process to create spontaneously and intuitively,
opening the layers, in search for
what lies behind the overt, what is
hidden within.”
Ceramics art is normally made
by a heating and cooling process
done to a variety of materials, including clay, glass, porcelain and
crystals.

“Clay is simply a universal medium,” said ceramic artist Mark Gordon. “Potters’ vessels have formed
an essential part of the world’s material culture for millennia.”
While this gallery will end on
March 14, the exhibition has progressed further than expected. It has
garnered a higher profile among
the ceramic community and artists,
which has led Hathaway to continue
the exhibit indefinitely.
“There are artists that start to
watch for it,” said Hathaway. “They
expect to see it every two years so
they can enter. We have a number of
artists that participate every year. But
it does tend to change up quite a bit,
so we get a number of artists that have
never exhibited with us before.”

For video on other exclusive
online content visit
Easterneronline.com
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Police Beat
By Linsey Garrison

in an unlocked locker at the URC.
When she returned an hour later
her credit cards and iPod were
missing. There are no suspects.

staff writer
garrisonlinsey@gmail.com

Feb. 5

1:04 a.m.
Agency assist
EWU police assisted the Cheney police department with a burglary in
progress that possibly involved a
weapon. A male nonstudent was apprehended on West First Street. A
male student was cited and released
for obstruction after he got involved
because he believed officers were not
treating the suspect fairly.

4:15 p.m.
Theft
A student reported that his phone had
been stolen sometime while attending
a concert on campus. After searching
his dorm, he used a locating device on
his phone and discovered that it was
somewhere in central Washington.
The incident is under investigation.

Feb. 8

10:15 a.m.
Theft
An EWU employee reported that a
university iPad they had borrowed
was stolen last month while on a
trip to Yakima, Wash. The loss is estimated to be $520.

5:57 p.m.
Domestic dispute
Officers arrested a man on University
Lane for fourth degree assault after he
got into a fight with his mother.

Feb. 6

11 a.m.
Theft
A student left her bag unattended

10:15 p.m.
Theft
A vehicle owner reported that their

CROSSWORD
1

Hawaiian license plate 8KP288 was
stolen from their bumper.

Feb. 10

12:30 a.m.
Public disturbance
An officer observed a male student
screaming at a group of people on
Seventh Street and Union Street. The
male began a fight and the officer
gave the student a verbal instruction
to stop. The student continued to fight
and the officer removed his taser from
his belt and turned it on. The student
then complied. The incident was
turned over to the Cheney police department for investigation.

Tip of the week:
You represent your university
even if you are off campus.
You get in trouble if another
school reports that you were
misbehaving on their campus.

Illustration by Vania Tauvela
Feb. 10 - Public disturbance

A student was screaming at a group of people and then began a fight. The
observing officer gave him verbal instructions to stop. The student continued to fight and the officer pulled out his taser. The student was not tased.
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Writers’ Meetings:
The Easterner is open for any EWU
student or faculty who wish to write
or copy edit news stories.
• Writers’ meetings are Mondays at
3:30 p.m.
• Copy editing meetings are Saturdays at 9 a.m.
News Line:
If you have a tip, letter to the editor, press release or an idea for a
story please call The Easterner tip
line at 509-359-6270 or the general
office line at 509-359-4318.
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Easterner to be distributed at
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About your paper:
All content in The Easterner is either produced or chosen by EWU
students. Our goal is to provide relevant information to the students,
faculty, staff and residents of the
communities surrounding EWU.

your business call the Advertising Department at 509-359-7010.
Purchasing:
The first copy of The Easterner is
free. Aditional copies may be purchased at Isle Hall 102 during staff
hours.
Advertising:
If you would like to place an
ad or classified ad, call 509359-7010, FAX 509-359-4319 or
send an email to advertising@
theeasterner.info.
Advertising Manager
Joseph Schilter
joseph.schilter@gmail.com
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Amy Meyer
easterner.editor@gmail.com
509-359-6737
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Across

Down

5. Before becoming EWU’s athletic director, ___ was the assistant athlete director
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst (2 Words).
6. The new residence hall scheduled to
open in September 2013 will feature ___ in
each room (2 Words).
7. This common date bomb answers all your
questions in monosyllables. They will not tell
you about their interests (2 Words).
11. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers club is building a ___ to compete in
a NASA-sponsored competition.
12. This former volleyball player is now an
assistant coach for the team (2 Words).
13. The National Student Solar Spectrograph
Competition is being held in Bozeman, ___,
May 15 through 17.
14. Darius Washington is the owner and barber at ___ (2 Words).
15. ___ formed this year with the goal of making sporting events more high energy and exciting for both fans and athletes (2 Words).

1. The ___ Committee is hosting a shoe
drive Feb. 18 through Mar 1 (2 Words).
2. This art exhibition is a presentation
done every two years to showcase some
of the more interesting work done by
ceramic artists (3 Words).
3. Bob Williams presented this solo performance combined with archival film as
part of Black History Month (4 Words).
4. Which former EWU football player was
arrested last May after allegedly drawing
a gun? (2 Words).
8. This common date bomb is waiting to
be picked. They don’t bother to develop
any interesting hobbies or opinions, or
ways of relating to other human beings (2
Words).
9. To help improve voter turnout, the ___
concert will utilize documented votes attached to student ID numbers. Those who
vote get priority seating.
10. Galen Hyatt is resigning from his position on the ___, and the ASEWU is taking applications to fill the spot (2 Words).

Answer key can be found at easterneronline.com
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news editor

Dr. Florian Preisig and Students of the 2012 Nice, France
Faculty-Led Study Abroad
Program will be discussing
their experience from abroad
last summer in Hargreaves
115 on Wednesday, February
14th from 1 - 2. EWU faculty,
staff and students are invited
to meet program participants
and hear their stories. Learn
what students had the plea-

5 NORTH

sure of doing during their
study abroad in ProvinceAlpes-Côte D’Azure, France.
This Global Spotlight event
is presented by the Modern
Languages Department and
the Office of Global Initiatives.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
IN THE LIVES OF HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Come join the TRiO Upward
Bound team working with
high school students during the residential summer
academy at Big Bend Com-

munity College, Moses Lake,
WA from June 23-August 10,
2013. (Must be available for
the entire term of the summer program.) Available positions are (1) Residence Hall
Director for $3,780 (Bachelor’s degree & supervisory
experience desired), (1) Residence Hall Coordinator for
$3,360 (requires three years
of college) and (7) Resident
Advisors for $2,870 (requires
2 years of college after high
school). Room & Board and
insurance provided. Call 509-
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Cheney Rental House / 511
Patterson St.
4 bdrm, 2 bath, w/ finished garage. Recent remodel.
Fenced backyard,
new deck, carpet, paint, flooring and W/D. Mower and
lawn items. Close to EWU
and Schools. 1 year lease.
$1100.00 rent w/ $1000.00 deposit. 206-330-1545
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Easterner Horoscopes:
for entertainment purposes only
By Kristie Hsin
and Linsey Garrison
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18:
Wednesday is desperation
day. Are you ready?

and it won't be with love.
Leo July 23-Aug. 22:
Stop tweeting. Nobody cares.

Pisces Feb. 19-Mar. 20:
Reconsider the layout of your
room. Your late-night cries are
annoying your roommates.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22:
Chocolate might be on sale, but
pace yourself. You’re going to
break out before your date. In
that case, there will be no second date.

Aries Mar. 21-Apr. 19:
You wanted to meet more
people and get healthy. Hot
people are at the gym. Go now.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct. 22:
Throw out your condoms.
You’re not getting laid. Better
luck next year.

Taurus Apr. 20-May 20:
Buy a blender so you can make
piña coladas. The stomp-onthe-ice bag method sucks.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21:
Don't be discouraged when
you throw up from drinking
alcohol. Go back to the bar.
You just made room for more.

Gemini May 21-June 20:
Quit sleeping in the PUB. You
might catch something.
Cancer June 21-July 22:
You drink too much coffee.
Your heart is going to explode,

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21:
There's no hope for you, sorry.
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19:
Valentine's Day may not completely suck for you this year.

Two by Two scale sculpture: •“Sacred Ceremony” - F
•“Chain Log” - E •“Flow Chart: Flower Field" - B •“Conch
26” - D •“A Clearer Vision from the North” - C •“What My
Father Taught Me” - A
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Chaves works
to improve
EWU athletics
By Jake Kershinar

contributing writer
jgkersh@gmail.com

Photo by Jade Raymond
Michael Okoro placed fifth at the Big Sky Indoor Championships in the 200 meter, and he was on the EWU record-breaking 4x400 relay team.

Okoro sprints for his goals
The 4x400 team has one
more chance to qualify
for the Big Sky Indoors
By Amye Ellsworth

staff reporter
amyeellsworth@gmail.com

Junior sprinter Michael Okoro knows
what it feels like to be a champion.
Last season, he was part of the 4x400
meter championship relay team. During
his freshman year, he was the 200 meter
champion.
So far this season, he has reached qualifying times in both the 400 meter and 200
meter. The Big Sky Indoor Championship
will be held Feb. 21 to Feb. 23 in Bozeman,
Mont.
Okoro has always been a runner. “I’ve
been running since elementary school.
My sister [and I] started running when we
were little kids, and I’ve just been running
ever since,” he said. “I tried jumping and
hurdles, but I just kept sprinting. Everything else was just too complicated.”
His sister, Brianna Okoro, is also a
sprinter at Eastern. She is two years older

than her brother but redshirted last season. Brianna also competes in the long
jump and high jump.
Despite being part of a championship
relay team last season, Okoro was not entirely happy with his overall performance.
“I got hurt during outdoor and [during] indoor. I ran terrible,” he said.
Okoro has been making changes to his
diet and workout routine in order to improve on his performance this year. Head
coach Stan Kerr has noticed these changes
as well.
“Academically he wants to be very successful, and on the track as well. [He] really sees the value of tying together all the
training components,” Kerr said.
Okoro also said his passion for track is
what drives him to compete and to succeed. “I have a lot of heart. I’ll dig deep
and try and go extra,” he said.
Kerr sees this as one of Okoro’s main
strengths. “He is very driven. He’s a very
goal-oriented guy,” Kerr said.
This attitude, according to Kerr, has
transferred over to some of the freshmen
on the team and given Okoro a leadership role on the team. Okoro said that
underclassmen will come to him seeking advice.

Kerr remembers when Okoro himself
was a freshman who was still developing
his abilities and trying to adjust to highly
competitive meets.
“It’s a roller coaster watching [freshmen] performances because they’re still
adapting to our university schedule,”
Kerr said. “Now [that they are upperclassmen], they’re not letting a big meet
ruffle their feathers. They’re saying, ‘Let’s
do this every weekend.’”
During the Montana State Open on
Jan. 25, Okoro and the 4x400 relay team
were disqualified and unable to obtain a
qualifying time.
“Our anchor, Brad Michael, got on the
track too early,” Okoro said. “We were
way ahead, but someone was running
while he was stepping on, so he knocked
the person off the track.”
The other members of the team are
junior Collin Green, senior Nick Olsson
and sophomore Brad Michael. With all
the members returning from last year’s
championship team, they are confident in
securing another championship.
Track and field has one more meet before the Big Sky Indoor Championship.
Eastern will compete on Feb. 15 and 16 in
Moscow, Idaho.

Benson vows to turn volleyball around
Head coach makes assistant decisions

By Elohino Theodore

staff writer
theodoreelohino@gmail.com

The volleyball team is looking
toward the future and putting
last year’s season behind them.
The EWU volleyball team
did not have the season that they
hoped for last year. From watching some of the games, newly
acquired assistant coach Darren
Buckner recognized the mistakes
made by the team. “From a team
perspective, there wasn’t much
team cohesion. There was no consistency,” said Buckner.
“I did not see confidence
when I watched the videos [of the
volleyball team],” said Buckner.
According to Buckner, the volleyball IQ of the team needs to improve. The team needs to understand how to use opportunities to
their advantage.
The team suffered from a
few problems and setbacks during last year’s season. “I think
there was lots of turmoil. A lot
of issues were happening,” said
head coach Wade Benson. The
team suffered from two injuries
to their key athletes during last
year’s season.
Senior setter Laney Brown
and junior setter Lindsay Niemeier were injured. Brown suffered a toe injury and Niemeier
had a knee injury. This caused
the team to have to deal with
playing without two of their experienced players. As a result,
the team had to deal with consecutive losing streaks.
In response to the disappointing season, EWU ended
up hiring Benson. His start date
was on Jan. 7. The coaching staff
of the volleyball team is looking
to create a cultural shift of the
program. The coaches are look-

ing to make the team more aggressive.
“We have to get tougher
mentally. In the weight room
we’re making good toughness
strides,” said Benson. Benson
is motivated to get this team
back into a winning mentality. “We’re [going to] watch a
lot more film. We have more
[statistic-oriented] goals. We’re
going to hit every single facet of
the game,” said Benson.
Adding to the new identity
of the team, EWU hired assistant coaches Darren Buckner
and Janelle Ruen. Buckner has
been coaching for 24 years since
1989, and Janelle was a former
volleyball player for Eastern.
Buckner brings Division I
experience; he is comfortable
with recruiting and can handle
the office aspect of getting this
team on the right page. There
were over 50 applicants for the
assistant coaching jobs. “Buckner was clearly the best selection,” said Associate Athletic
Director Pamela Parks.
According to Parks, Buckner
brings maturity to the team and
he is a grounded person. With
Ruen on the coaching staff, the
athletes will be able to have
someone to look up to. “She’s
going to be an awesome role
model,” said Buckner.
The EWU volleyball team of
the future will have many improvements as opposed to last
year. “We’re going to bring competitiveness. Our depth is going
to be strong,” said Benson. As
head coach, Benson is looking
to improve the team’s defensive
presence as well.
One of the best ways for the
team to have a better season for
years to come is utilizing the
weight room. “We’ll make the
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Wade Benson is overhauling his coaching staff for 2013.

weight room important to us,”
said Buckner. “They need to be in
better physical condition. [They
need to have] a better mental
outlook,” said Parks. She will be
looking for the team to be more
competitive.
According to Parks, the athletic department will do everything they can to promote the
women’s volleyball team. “We
have to do our job to promote
[the volleyball team],” said
Parks. According to Buckner, he

is looking for the players to be
active in promoting themselves.
“They need to get out and wear
their jerseys [and] pass posters
around; we will be active in promoting,” said Buckner.
Benson is looking for the
team to have a high level competitive spirit. He wants the volleyball team to have a mindset
of competition. “It’s going to be
a volleyball school,” Benson said
with determination. “It’s going
to happen.”

Fans of Eagle athletics may know names such
as Brandon Kaufman, Beau Baldwin, Collin Chiverton and Jim Hayford. Most may not know the
name Bill Chaves.
As the athletic director of
EWU, Chaves has a big responsibility to bring Eagle students and
fans the most exciting and most
hard-working coaches and players in the Big Sky Conference.
Chaves is in his sixth year as
the school’s athletic director and
Chaves
has contributed to many major
athletic projects such as bringing the red turf to
the football field and a $1.5 million locker room
project contributing to 13 different athletics.
Early in his life, Chaves knew that he wanted
to contribute to athletics in some way. After realizing he was not going to be a professional athlete, Chaves searched for other options in terms
of looking for a career he could get excited about.
“I wasn’t going to be a pro,” Chaves said. “So
I had to figure out early on in life how I could be
in athletics but also make a difference. It always
appealed to me working in college athletics. It
never changed; I always wanted to be an athletic
director.”
Being EWU’s athletic director, Chaves’ responsibilities include arranging football schedules, leading coaching searches and discussing
media contracts to broadcast athletic events.
“[We are] always trying to figure out ways to
be able to improve what we’re doing,” Chaves
said. “[We] help student athletes be as successful as possible and that’s why this job exists. We
want to make sure we’re doing the right things
for the university and hopefully give it some visibility.”
Chaves’ education résumé reflects greatly on
his current profession. Chaves received a bachelor’s degree in sports administration from St.
Thomas University in Miami Gardens, Fla., in
1988 and received the first of two master’s degrees at Oklahoma State in 1991 in health, physical education and leisure. He received his second
masters in sports management in 1999 from the
University of Massachusetts.
Before becoming EWU’s athletic director in
2007, Chaves’ past jobs have included being a
sports information director at Quinnipiac University and the University of Massachusetts Amherst’s assistant athletic director.
Chaves gave credit to his previous jobs and
mentors by acknowledging he has learned how
to deal with issues as athletic director from things
he has seen at other universities.
“It prepared me well,” Chaves said, “Issues
are going to occur; it’s how you handle those issues. I have seen enough in the time I’ve been in
this industry that sometimes how [an issue] is
handled actually becomes worse than the original issue.”
Apart from dealing with issues as needed,
Chaves is constantly involved with the student
athletes and coaches on and off the field.
“How many professions can you think of that
their professions are so publicly scrutinized?”
Chaves said. “Through the year, I hope to provide some support and evaluate what we’re doing in each of the programs. I think our coaches
are trying to do the best job they can with what
they have to work with at times and they’re just
in such a public eye that they need to know that
they’ve got folks that support them.”
As far as student athletes go, Chaves has encouraged them to not only be the best they can be
athletically, but also to focus on being the best academically. Since arriving on campus, Chaves has
seen the school win the 2009-10 Big Sky President’s
Cup, which is given to a school with high overall
athletic success, grade point average and graduation rate. Chaves claimed this award has been his
greatest accomplishment since taking the job.
The players and coaches are not the only ones
who have benefitted from Chaves’ leadership.
Other employees of the athletic department have
been inspired by Chaves’ work as well. Sports
Information Director Dave Cook saw these qualities in Chaves from day one.
“He’s a great leader [who is] always trying to
help us all become better persons inside and outside of the office,” said Cook. “At the same time,
he always pushes us to improve and take stock in
what we are doing within our positions. It’s no
surprise that some of our greatest growth as a department has come since he was hired.”
Cook said he was most impressed with
Chaves during his job interview because Chaves
told Cook that the school needed to “emphasize
what you do have and not what you don’t have.”
Chaves expanded this idea by saying that,
“You need to figure out what world you are in.
Find out what it is you have and make it better.
If you have to tell me what you don’t have, then
chances are you’re probably making excuses, and
excuses don’t win a lot of games.”
For Chaves, choosing to be a part of the Eastern community turned out to be an easy decision.
Chaves explained the opportunities at Eastern
made him excited for the chance to come to work
for the university every day.
“We change family trees,” said Chaves, “we
then have expectations of our kids that they’re
going to go on to college, and that’s an incredible gift that Eastern provides society. Our role
is to provide visibility and attract people to the
university and athletics can do that. It all involves
Eagle pride.”
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EPIC takes climbing to new level
Photo contributed by John Fair
Climbers tackle a vertical ice sheet in Banff National Park in Alberta, Canada. The park is located in the northern Rocky Mountains and encompasses 2,564 square miles of mountainous terrain.

Students practice ice climbing in URC at Eastern
By Kelly Manalo

staff writer
manalo.kelly@gmail.com

EPIC will teach beginners
how to ice climb, how to use
proper safety precautions and
how to have a good time on the
ice.
From Feb. 15 to the 18,
EPIC will take a small group of
students to two locations near
Banff, in Alberta, Canada, for a
two day ice climbing trip.
EPIC is making the trip
north because the local ice
climbing venues are usually
not cold enough for ice to form
solid enough, according to
John Fair, EPIC outdoor program director.
Climbing is all about the
challenge, according to junior
geology major Zach Turner.
Turner is an instructor at EPIC
who started rock climbing six
years ago and progressed to ice
climbing four year ago.
“[Ice climbing] is just fun.
I’m really drawn to alpinism
and climbing mountains, and I

think ice climbing is a big part
of that,” said Turner.
In mountaineering there
can be steep sections of snow
that, when traversed, are technically considered ice climbing, according to Turner.
Before the trip, a clinic is
hosted to teach participants
how to use ice tools and crampons, spiked iron plates worn
on boots, according to Fair.
At the start of November,
the rock climbing gym is set
up with a practice ice climbing wall made of Styrofoam
so climbers can try it out and
learn the body mechanics of
ice climbing before climbing
on real ice, according to Fair.
“In real ice climbing, you
get tired because you have to
swing your ice ax multiple
times before it will stick. As
opposed to Styrofoam, which
is one swing, one stick,” said
Fair.
EPIC teaches students how
to climb up the ice by using
various techniques of swinging
ice tools, according to Turner.

The first day, climbers are
introduced to climbing at a
mellow low angle terrain to get
the basics down and get comfortable, and the second day
consists of a lot more vertical
climbs so it is more of a challenge, according to Fair.
“One of the techniques
we teach is body weight testing. You listen to the sound
of the ice ax as it sinks in. It’s
not so much the depth, it just
depends on what kind of ice.
A couple millimeters are all
you need. Depending on the
ice, you might have to get a lot
deeper than that,” said Fair.
The first ice climbing trip
in January went smoothly.
The staff made sure no one
got hurt by managing risks.
They checked temperatures
and designated areas to avoid
where ice appeared to be too
loose, according to Turner.
The group had to avoid
icicles and certain sections of
ice because temperatures were
above freezing, according to
Turner.

“There is a lot of apprehension at first for people that are
new to climbing. It’s just intimidating to anyone,” Turner
said. “But we had a super fun
group. Everyone was really
out there to have a blast and
push their limits as much as
they could.”
EPIC puts safety first. However, falling ice is a standard
hazard in ice climbing, which
can lead to bruising of the face,
according to Turner.
“[A] big part of the job is
getting everyone on board
with the right gear and the
right idea of what we’re going
to be doing,” said Turner.
Most ice is not overhanging
because of the way water freezes. Water drips straight down
and freezes, making most ice
vertical, according to Fair.
According to Turner, ice
climbers get a sense of the differing properties of the ice they
are climbing, be it thickness,
density or even its age. “This is
something you learn through
experience,” said Turner.

Photo by Dylan Paulus
Students can test their ice-climbing skills in the URC.

“There’s a lot of challenges
you overcome. I think the big
aspect of it is coming back
[and] building really strong

friendships through it. I think
that’s an aspect people don’t
see going into it, but they see
going out of it,” Turner said.

Student-athletes support fellow athletes
Players hope to set
example for students
By Peter Sowards

senior reporter
packerfan4life@gmail.com

A two-person sofa reserved for
only the most diehard Eagles basketball fans occupies a small section of
bench seating at Reese Court, located
on the opposite side of the players
and coaches and just a few feet from
the hardwood.
Naturally, that is where student
athletes Allison Doerpinghaus and
Kellen Barfield can be found on a regular basis, cheering on the Eagles and
clad in EWU red and white.
Doerpinghaus, a freshman middle
blocker on the Eagles’ volleyball team,
is a member of Flight Club, a newlyminted student organization dedicated to increasing excitement in Eastern
basketball. “I’ve been to every single
one, all the home games,” Doerpinghaus said. Barfield, a redshirt freshman who also plays middle blocker,
said she has been to all but two home
games. “We love it when the girls
come to our games and so [we are]
coming to theirs. It’s just showing
support and it’s fun,” Barfield said.
Student athletes supporting fellow student athletes is not a rare occurrence at basketball games. Eagles
quarterback Vernon Adams and
women’s point guard Kylie Huerta
enjoyed a game of E-A-G-L-E—as op-

Photo by Anna Mills
Volleyball players Allison Doerpinghaus, Kellen Barfield and Talia Fermantez cheer on the Eagle men.

posed to the traditional H-O-R-S-E—
on the floor after the men’s team defeated Portland State 76-65 on Jan. 28.
For Adams, encouraging other EWU
athletes is paramount. “It helps a lot,”
Adams said.
Adams said he comes to as many
basketball games as possible and has
attended soccer games and volleyball
matches as well. Missing from his attendance record is hockey, an omis-

sion he hopes to alleviate soon. “I’ve
got friends on the basketball and soccer teams,” he said. “I just need get
some friends on the hockey team.
“Getting support from other athletes [and] seeing that they care is
huge. You’re going to their games,
they’re coming to your games, cheering them on, giving them support.”
In terms of attendance, however, support is something the

women’s basketball team is not
getting, despite having a winning
record and ranking third in the
Big Sky Conference. According to
the Big Sky’s website, women’s
games draw an average of just 441
attendees per contest, the thirdworst mark in the league. Montana, in contrast, leads the association by a wide margin with an
average 3,149 fans.

Track and field events struggle to
draw viewers as well. Steven Warner,
a senior who specializes in hurdles
and sprints, said the promotion and
resulting attendance of non-football
sporting events can be “hit or miss.”
“I think sometimes everyone doesn’t
necessarily get the word,” Warner
said. “We put up posters … in dorms,
but sometimes it’s hard for people to
know.”
Warner played football in addition to track in high school and said it
is weird going from a spectator sport
like football to track where the crowds
are much smaller. Nevertheless, Warner frequents an array of EWU sporting events and feels an obligation to
do so. “I think it’s almost part of our
job, supporting our other student athletes,” Warner said. “They go through
exactly what we go through. I like
to make sure girls basketball or anybody—soccer, football, tennis, everybody—gets a little bit of love.”
To increase attendance and
awareness of track meets and volleyball matches, Barfield suggested a
countdown clock on goeags.com for
those sports as well as for football and
basketball. Warner creates Facebook
events for upcoming meets and invites all of friends to attend.
“For most of the kids it’s maybe a
five minute walk out of their dorms,”
Warner said. “You can’t really replicate those experiences.
“You never know if you could be
the voice that’s going to get one of
your teams through something.”

Athletes to throw shoe drive for Big Sky competition
By Josh Friesen

sports editor
easterner.sports@gmail.com

The Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee is trying to bridge the
gap between student-athletes and
the community by hosting a shoe
drive.
An offensive lineman on the Eastern football team, Steven Forgette is
the president of SAAC. SAAC acts
as a medium for communication between student-athletes, the campus
and the NCAA.
“We have the ability to give our
voice to our administration,” Forgette
said. “Are there any problems coming
up? We’re like the voice of our team
and the voice of our athletics.”

SAAC also strives to better the
local community through community service projects. SAAC has
been responsible for projects such
as Adopt-A-Family where they
raised money to sponsor a family
for Christmas.
“The second part of SAAC is
being able to gather our studentathletes to give back our community,” Forgette said. “The committee
meets and we decide on events or
events are brought to us and then
we relay that to our teams.”
The committee is currently in
the final stages of setting up a
campus-wide shoe drive.
Eastern is not the only school
to participate in the shoe drive.
Every university in the Big Sky

is competing to see which school
can garner the most shoes. Each
school picks two weeks in February to put out bins and raise
awareness for the event.
“We wanted to come up with
an event that everybody does and
pulls together,” Forgette said.
According to fellow teammate
and Vice President of SAAC Ashton Miller, the shoe drive is only
one part of a three stage friendly
competition between the Big Sky
schools.
“We do volunteer work and there
was a T-shirt drive earlier in the
year,” Miller said. “It’s a three-fold
competition. This is the one fold that
we’re working on right now.”
At the end of the two weeks, the

committee will report their numbers
to the president of SAAC at the Big
Sky level.
Forgette recalled a time during
his freshman year when he had a pile
of shoes he did not wear or need. He
hopes there are students who have
the same realization and are willing to donate. The committee plans
on putting fliers up around campus
to give students information about
when and where they can donate.
“Maybe if students see this or see
fliers [they will think], ‘Oh I have this
one pair of shoes I can throw in,’”
Forgette said.
The committee has more plans for
the future, including a canned food
drive through Spokane food banks
and a polar plunge at Medical Lake

to raise money for Special Olympics
Washington.
One aspect of SAAC that Forgette
has found to be difficult is raising
awareness of the committee around
campus. Forgette said that many
athletes did not know about the organization when he joined four years
ago. According to Miller, while more
athletes know about SAAC now, the
word can be spread even further.
“Getting our name out there
has been really hard because we’re
just now getting to a point where
the athletes know what SAAC is,”
Miller said. "So now we need to
reach out more and get the student body to know what SAAC
is and then maybe get Cheney to
know what SAAC is.”
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Sports in brief:

Eagle women third in Big Sky

Uneven play
sparks umbrage
from coach
By Peter Sowards
Penaloza

Berenice Penaloza
qualified for the Big
Sky Indoor Championships in the 5,000 meters,
bringing the number of
Eastern Big Sky qualifiers to 20. Peneloza
ran a time of 17:.52.41
at the Husky Classic in
Seattle on Feb. 8 and 9.
The time also qualified
her for the 3,000 meter,
good for fourth all-time
at Eastern. "I was really
excited to see Berenice
[Penaloza] hit a qualifying mark," said women's
track and field coach
Marcia Mecklenburg.
"It covers two races and
that gives us more options as a team."
The Eagles football
team signed 17 letters of
intent on Feb. 6. Among
the highlights of the
signings was D.J. Martin,
a highly-rated running
back out of Bakersfield,
Calif. Only one local
player signed a letter
for Eastern: Jake Hoffman from North Central
High School in Spokane.
Other notable players who signed letters
of intent with Eastern
are wide receivers Nic
Sblendorio from Sammamish, Wash., Victor
Gamboa from Tacoma,
Wash., and Kendrick
Bourne from Portland,
Ore. The signings come
on the heels of a talented
departing Eagle senior
class, all of which were a
part of the Eagles national championship season
in 2010. "We lost a lot of
seniors at the linebacker
and wide receiver positions, and we were able
to address those in this
class," head coach Beau
Baldwin said.
The Eastern men's tennis team notched a win
on Feb. 9 over Seattle
University by a score of
5-2. The victory comes a
day after the Eagles loss
to No. 24 Washington.
The team was forced to
rally after No. 1 singles
player Joseph Cohen
had to withdraw minutes before his match
due to injury. Eastern's
Eduardo Martinez took
his place and defeated
Seattle University's Kevin Lynch 6-4, 6-3 in the
No. 1 singles match.
Upcoming:
The men's basketball
team tries to continue its
push into the postseason
as they take on Southern Utah at Reese Court
in Cheney on Feb. 16.
Tipoff is scheduled for
2:05 p.m. They will then
travel to Portland State
on Feb. 18. Tipoff for
that game is at 7:35 p.m.
The women's basketball team will travel to
Southern Utah on Feb.
16. Tipoff is at 6:05 p.m.
The track and field team
has one more chance to
send athletes to the Big
Sky Indoor Championships when they travel
to Moscow, Idaho, to
compete in the Idaho
Collegiate on Feb. 15
and the Idaho Open on
Feb. 16.
The men's tennis team
will host Portland on
Feb. 15 in Cheney at 10
a.m. They travel to Portland State on Feb. 18.
The women's tennis
team will travel to Idaho
State on Feb. 15, followed by Weber State on
Feb. 16.

senior reporter
packerfan4life@gmail.com

Unable to execute offensively in the game’s closing
minutes, the EWU women’s
basketball team squandered
a 12-point second half lead
and lost to Northern Arizona 62-58 on Feb. 9 at Reese
Court.
The Lumberjacks became the first team to sweep
the Eagles this season—two
of their six wins have come
against EWU after the Eagles lost to NAU 83-68 on
Jan. 10. Eastern fell to 13-10
on the season and 9-5 in the
Big Sky Conference, while
NAU improved to 6-16 and
5-8, respectively.
The Eagles sit at third
place in the Big Sky, two
games behind the University of Montana, 11-3, and one
and a half behind Northern
Colorado, 10-3.
EWU enjoyed a fivepoint halftime lead and
stretched the lead to as
many as 12 with 14:36 to
play, but did not convert
a field goal attempt in the
final 5:21. NAU outscored
EWU 13-to-3 in the final
3:55, forcing three turnovers.
“We turned it over and
they scored—it was pretty
simple,” EWU coach Wendy Schuller said. “We did
an awful job in the last four
minutes of the game taking
care of the ball, [and] executing perfectly offensively.
We even had [open] shots
and couldn’t knock shots
down. To NAU’s credit,
they fought and they hung
with it and made some
plays down the stretch.”
Sophomore point guard
Kylie Huerta struggled in
the second half, making just
one of her eight field goal
attempts for three points
while committing three
turnovers. She finished with
12 points on 5-of-15 shoot-
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Lexie Nelson is the Eagle's leading scorer with 13.7 points per game. She is 41 percent from the field so far this season.

ing with four assists and
four rebounds. Redshirt
freshman Hayley Hodgins
and junior Aubrey Ashenfelter led the team with 13
points each.
Schuller pointed to a
lack of evenness in play as
to why her team has struggled with the Lumberjacks
this season. “We haven’t
shot the ball and we haven’t
executed well either time
we’ve played them,” Schuller said. “We have to get
more consistent play from
our players.
“I just feel like we’re
really inconsistent right
now—even when we’re
winning games we’re just
inconsistent in terms of our
play, and it’s got to get better.”
Ashenfelter,
charged
with the task of guarding
Big Sky Conference scoring leader Amy Patton, led
EWU with eight secondhalf points and held Patton

to 7-of-16 shooting. “Aubrey
had a hard, hard assignment because Amy Patton’s
a phenomenal scorer and
made some really, really
tough shots over Aubrey,”
Schuller said. “Overall, Aubrey did a great job. Somebody else has to be able to
step up and help her out.”
After just two free throw
attempts in the first half,
NAU was 14-of-21 from the
free-throw line in the final
20 minutes. EWU finished
7-of-8 from the free-throw
line, a disparity that did not
sit with Schuller. “They attacked the rim and went
hard at the basket,” she
said. “I thought we were
doing the same, but evidently I’m wrong.”
Asked if there was anything positive she could
take away from the loss,
Schuller said, “I don’t feel
anything positive right
now.”
On Feb. 7, Huerta domi-

nated on both ends of the
floor and led the lady Eagles
to 63-49 victory over Sacramento State at Reese Court.
Her seven assists led the
team and her 13 points—
including 11 in the second
half—were second only to
redshirt sophomore Lexie
Nelson. Huerta added five
rebounds and a team-leading four steals.
“If there was a game ball
to be given, Kylie [Huerta]
gets the game ball tonight,”
coach Wendy Schuller said
after the Feb. 7 victory.
“She was phenomenal for
us, not just on the offensive
end.”
After Sacramento State
cut EWU’s lead to two with
10:58 remaining, Huerta
took control, hitting a jumper to give the Eagles a fivepoint lead. Huerta found
Nelson wide open in the
corner for a 3-pointer on the
next offensive possession to
put the Eags up by eight,

then immediately stole the
inbounds pass and converted an easy
layup to give
EWU its first double-digit
lead of the game. With 8:00
remaining she converted
another layup, capping a
9-0 run that consisted of one
assist and three field goals
for Huerta, putting the Eagles up by 12. “The lane was
just open for me tonight so I
kept trying to get in there,”
Huerta said.
Senior center Carrie
Ojeda posted her sixth
double-double of the season, scoring 12 points and
grabbing a game-high 15
rebounds, two off from her
career high. “Carrie [Ojeda] was a beast on the glass
for us,” Schuller said.
The Eagles travel to
Southern Utah on Feb. 16
and will attempt to finish
the season sweep of the
Thunderbirds after defeating them 79-70 at Reese
Court on Jan. 26.

Code Red has spirit and giant faces
Animated band jams out during basketball games
By Amye Ellsworth

staff reporter
amyeellsworth@gmail.com

Giant headshots of Betty White,
Macklemore and Eastern’s basketball players have been on display
at men’s and women’s basketball
games.
The headshots were made by
Eastern’s new pep band, Code Red.
Code Red formed this year with
the goal of making sporting events
more high energy and exciting for
both fans and athletes.
Luke Brockman is the assistant
director of bands as well as the director of Code Red. He said that the giant headshots are called Fat Heads.
The idea for them came from watching other basketball games across
the country in which fans had made
Fat Heads of their favorite athletes.
The athletes did not know that
their faces would be depicted in this
way. “I think it was a surprise to
them. The coaches and the management got it going, but at first it was
a shock,” Brockman said. “We saw
them laughing.”
Brockman said that the Code Red
members took the Fat Heads to the
next level by incorporating celebrities, musicians and animated characters.
“We’re setting it up to also be
some of our own guys, so that
they’re holding their own heads
and making weird faces,” Brockman
said.

Overtime
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“I’m really proud of our team,”
Hayford said. “What a great day
for all of our players. You couldn’t
write it up to be any more dramatic.”
Hayford had nothing but pride
for his redshirt freshman, who add-

Currently, there are 17 members
in Code Red. They are an elite group
of students who auditioned to be a
part of the group.
Brockman said the limited number of members has proven to be an
advantage. In comparison, there are
100 members on the marching band
during football season.
“You have to have different
songs, and you have to rehearse
differently,” Brockman said. “With
Code Red, there are only 17 of them
and they’re very high level musicians. I can tell them to go home
and practice this, and they come
back and nail it perfectly. To get 100
people to play a song is a lot harder
than getting 17.”
For an indoor setting like a basketball game, the numbers had to be
lower. Brockman also wanted a fully
committed group of students who
would be able to attend every game.
“In the past, we’ve had a rag-tag
pep band. When they do put the
band together, it brings a lot of energy to the team. But, it was so hit
or miss. This year we put together a
proposal to form a really high powered band where it’s their job to be
there,” Brockman said.
Code Red members are not only
expected to learn and perform a variety of pop and classical rock songs;
they also try to lead chants and
cheers for the team.
“The band brings awesome musical talent and energy, but their
energy when they’re not playing,

and are cheering, really speaks for
itself,” Brockman said.
According to Brockman, the
players have been responding to
the increased excitement level that
Code Red brings.
“The [athlete’s] energy is way
up. They enjoy getting more fan
support,” he said.
Although this year was the first
year for Code Red, they are excited
to expand their horizons. “The vi-

sion for this group is to be the mainstay of indoor sports. It would be
cool to branch out to volleyball in
the fall,” Brockman said.
Code Red performs a 20-minute
pregame show as well as a postgame
show for every home women’s and
men’s basketball game. Men’s basketball will play Southern Utah on
Feb. 16, and the women’s next home
game is Feb. 21 against Portland
State.

ed two rebounds and two steals on
the night.
“What inspiration from Tyler,”
Hayford said. “He has amazing
character and is an outstanding
young man. So it’s great for him to
have this moment -- the team had
him on their shoulders in the locker
room passing him around, yelling
and cheering. That substitution
brought some inspiration, and then

the rest of our team was playing at
the top of their level.”
The win brings the Eagles to
within a game out of seventh place
in the Big Sky, which would guarantee a spot in the postseason. They
improve to 7-17 overall and 5-9 in
the league. Their conference record
is tied with Northern Colorado.
“It’s just a fantastic win for us,”
said Hayford. “When you look

at where it puts us in the race to
achieve our goal of making the Big
Sky Tournament, it’s even more
dramatic. So I’m really, really happy for our players.”
Eastern returns to Cheney for
four of their next five games as they
attempt to break into the top seven
of the Big Sky. Three of those home
games are against Big Sky opponents.
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Cutouts of the likes of Carrie Ojeda and Kylie Huerta are held up by Code Red.

